
Television in the Family Circle 

,icholas Ray's 1955 film, Rebel without a Cause, co.ntains a 
highly melodramatic moment in which family members are 
unable to patch together the rift among them. The teenage 
son, Jim, returns home after the famous sequence in which 

he races his car to the edge of a cliff, only to witness the death of his 
competitor. Jim looks at his father asleep in front of the television 
set, and then he lies down on a sofa. From Jim's upside-down point of 
view on the sofa, the camera cuts to his shrewish mother whp appears 
at the top of the stairwell. In a 180-degree spin, the camera flip-flops on 
the image of the mother, mimicking the way Jim sees her descend
ing the stairs. This highly stylized shot jolts us out of the illusory realism 
of the scene, a disruption that continues as the camera reveals a tele
vision screen emitting a menacing blue stati_c. As the camera lingers on 
the TV set, Jim confesses his guilt. Moments later, when his mother de
mands that he not go to the police, Jim begs his henpecked father to take 
his side. Finally, with seemingly murderous intentions, Jim chokes him. 
The camera pans across the TV set, its bluish.static heightening the sense 
of family discord. With its "bad reception," television serves as a rhetori
cal figure for the loss of communication between family members. In 
fact, as Jim's father admits early in the scene, he was not even aware of 
his son's whereabouts during this fateful night, but instead had learned 
of the incident through an outside authority, the television newscast. 

As this classic scene illustrates, in postwar years the television set 
became a central figure in representations of family relationships. The 
introduction of the machine into the home meant that family members 
needed to come to terms with the presence of a conununication medium 
that might transform older modes of family interaction. The popular 
media published reports and advice from social critics and social scien
tists who were studying the effects of television on family relationships. 
The media also published pictorial representations of domestic life that 
showed people how television might-or might not-fit into the dy
namics of their own domestic lives. Most significantly, like the scene 
from Rebel'without a Cause, the media discourses were organized around 
ideas of family harmony and discord. 

Indeed, contradictions between unity and division were central to 
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representations of television during the period· of its installation. Tele
vision was the great family minstrel that promised to bring Mom, Dad, 
and the kids together; at the same time, itjg1d to be carefully coOO,Q)led 
so that it harmonized withJht:Jiep_ilri!te_genderr.ole~:a,nc] s.ocial functions 
oTillcITVi.d.ual.l;;;rr)!-~;;;;mbers~-This meant that the -~ontradicl:i(;~b~
t~nity and division was not a simple binary opposition; i

1
t was not 

a matter of either/or but rather both at once. Television was supposed to 
bring the family together but still allow for social and sexual divisions in 
the home. In fact, the attempt to maintain a balance between these two 
ideals was a central tension at work in popular discourses on television 
and the fa mil Y: 

The Family United 

In 1954, McCall's magazine coined the term "togetherness." The appear
ance of this term between the covers of a woman's magazine is sig
nificant not only because it shows the importance attached to family 
unity during the postwar years, but also because this phrase is symp
tomatic of discourses aimed at the housewife. Home magazines primarily 
discussed family life in language organized around spatial imagery of 
proximity, distance, isolation, and integration. In fact, the spatial organi
zation of the home was presented as a set of scientific laws through which 
family relationships could be calculated and controlled. Topics ranging 
from childrearing to sexuality were discussed in spatial terms, and solu
tions to domestic. problems were overvvhelmingly spatial: if you are ner
vous, make yourself a quiet sitting corner far away from the central 
living area of the home. If your children are cranky, let them play in the 
yard. If your husband is bored at the office, turn your garage into a 
workshop where he'll recall the joys of his boyhood. It was primarily 
within the context of this spatial problem that television was discussed. 
The central question was, "Where should you put the television set?" 
This problem was tackled throughout the period, formulated and refor
mulated, solved and recast. In the process the television set became an 
integral part of the domestic environment. depicted in the magazines. 

At the simplest level, there was the question of the proper room for 
television. In 1949, Better Homes and Gardens asked, "Where does the 
receiVer go?" It listed options including the living room, game room, or 
"some strategic spot where you can see it from the living room, dining 
room and kitchen."' At this point, however, the photographs of model 
rooms usually did not include television sets as part of the interior decor. 
On the few occasions when sets did appe'ar, they were· placed either in 
the basement or in the living room. By 1951, the television set traveled 
more freely through the household spaces depicted in the magazines. It 
appeared in the basement, living room, bedroom, kitchen, fun room, 
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converted garage, sitting-sleeping room, music room, and even the "TV 
room." Furthermore, not only the room, but the exact location in the 
room, had to be considered for its possible use as a TY.zone. 

As the television set moved into the center of family life, other 
household fixtures traditionally associated with domestic bliss had to 
make room for it. Typically, the magazines presented the television set as 
the new family hearth through which love and affection might be re
kindled.' In 1951, when American Home first displayed a television set 
on its cover photograph, it employed the conventionalized iconography 
of a model living room organized around the fireplace, but this time a 
television set was built into the mantelpiece. Even more radically, the 
television was shown to replace the fireplace altogether, as the maga
zines showed readers how television could function as the center of fam
ily attention. So common had this substitution become that by 1954 
House Beautiful was presenting its readers with "another example of how 
the TV set is taking the place of the fireplace as the focal point around 
which to arrange the seating in the room."' Perhaps the most extreme 

. example of this kind of substitution is the tradition at some broadcast 
stations of burning Yule logs on the television screen each Christmas 
Eve, a practice that originated in the 1950s. 

More typically, the television set took the place of the piano.' In 
American Home, for instance, the appearance of the television set corre
lates significantly with the vanishing piano. While in 1948 the baby 
grand piano typically held a dominant place in model living rooms, over 
the years it gradually receded to die point where it was usually shown 
to be an upright model located in marginal areas such as basements. 
Meanwhile, the television set moved into the primary living spaces of 
model rooms where its stylish cabinets meshed with and enhanced the 
interior decor. The new "entertainment centers," comprised of a radio, 
television, and phonograph, often made the piano entirely obsolete. In 
19 5 3, Better Homes and Gardens suggested as much when it displayed a 
television set in a "built-in music corner" that "replaces the piano," now 
moved into the basement. 5 In that same year, in a special issue entitled 
"Music and Home Entertainment," House Beautiful focused on radio, 
television, and phonographs, asking readers, "Do You Really Need a 
Piano?" 6 One woman, writing to TV World columnist I<athi Norris, an~ 
swered the question in no uncertain terms: 

Dear I<athi: 

Since we got our television set, we've had to change the ar
rangement of furniture in our living room, and we just can't 
keep the piano. I need new pictures, but can't afford to buy 
them with the expense of television, so I was wondering if I 
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might somehow find somebody who woul.d trade me a picture 
or two for a perfectly good piano.' 

This woman and, I suspect, others like her were beginning to think of 
television as a replacement for the traditional fixtures of family life." 

As the magazines continued to depict the set in the center of family 
activity, television seemed to become a natural part of domestic space. By 
the early 1950s, floor plans included a space for television in the home's 
structural layout, and television sets were increasingly depicted as every~ 
day, commonplace objects that any family might hope to own. Indeed, 
the magazines included television as a staple home fixture before most 
Americans could even receive a television signal, much less consider pur
chasing the expensive item. The media discourses did not so much feflect 
social reality; instead, they preceded it. The home magazines helped to 
construct television asahousehold object, one that belonged in the fam
ily space. More surprisingly, however, in the span of roughly four years, 
television itself became the central figure in images of the American 
home; it became the cultural symbol par excellence of family life . 

Television, it was said, would bring the family ever closer, an expres
sion which, in itself a spatial metaphor, was continually repeated in a 
wide range of popular media-not only women's magazines, but also 
general magazines, men's magazines, and on the airwaves. In its capac
ity as unifying agent, television fit well with the more general postwar 
hopes for a return to family values. It was seen as a kind of household 
cement that promised to reassemble the splintered lives of famili~s who 
had been separated during the war. It was also meant to reinforce the 
new suburban family unit, which had left most of its extended family 
and friends behind in the city. 

The emergence of the term "family room" in the postwar period is a 
perlect example of the importance attached to organizing household 
spaces around ideals of family togetherness. First coined in George 
Nelson and Henry Wright's Tomorrow's House: A Complete Guide for the 
Home-Builder (1946), the family room encapsulated a popular ideal 
throughout the period. Nelson and Wright, who alternatively called the 
family room "the room without a name," suggested the possible social 
functions of this new household space: 

Could the room without a name be evidence of a growing de
sire to provide a framework within which the members of a 
family will be better equipped to enjoy each other on the basis 
of mutual respect and affection? Might it thus indicate a deep
seated urge to reassert the validity of the family by providing a 
better design for living? We should very much like to think so, 
and if there is any truth in this assumption, our search for a 
name is ended-we should simply call it the 'family room." 
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This notion of domestic cohesion was integral to the design for living put 
forward in the home magazines that popularized the family room in the 
years to come. It was also integral to the role of the television set, which 
was often pictured in the family rooms of the magazines' model homes. 
In 1950, Better Homes and Gardens literally merged television with the 
family room, telling readers to design a new double-purpose area, the 
"family-television room." 10 

But one needn't build a new room in order to bring the family to
gether around the television set; kitchens, living rooms, and dining 
rooms would do just as well. What was needed was a particular attitude, a 
sense of closeness that permeated the room. Photographs, particularly 
in advertisements, graphically depicted the idea of the family circle 
with television viewers grouped around the television set in semicircle 
patterns. 

As Roland Marchand has shown with respect to advertising in the 
1920s and 1930s, the family circle was a prominent pictorial strategy for 
the promotion of household goods. The pictures always suggested that 
all members of the family were present, and since they were often shot 
in soft-foCus or contained dreamy mists, there was a romantic haze 
around the family unit. Sometimes artists even drew concentric circles 
around the family, or else an arc oflight evoked the theme. According to 
Marchand, the visual cliche of the family circle referred back to Vic
torian notions about domestic havens, implying that the home was se
cure and stable. The advertisements suggested a democratic model of 
family life, one in which all members shared in consumer decisions
although, as Marchand suggests, to some extent the father remained a 
dominant figure in the pictorial composition. In this romanticized imag
ery, modern fixtuies were easily assimilated into the family space: 

The products of modern technology, including .radios and 
phonographs, were comfortably accommodated within the 
hallowed circle. Whatever pressures-and complexities moder
nity might bring, these images implied, the family at home 
would preserve an undaunted harmony and security. In an age 
of anxieties about family relationships and centrifugal social 
forces, this visual cliche was no social mirror; rather, it was a 
reassuring pictorial convention. 11 

Much like the advertisements for radio aud the phonograph, ad
vertisements for television made ample use of this reassuring pictorial 
convention-especially in the years immediately following the war when 
advertisers were in the midst of their reconversion campaigns, channel
ing the country back from the wartime pressures of personal sacrifice 
and domestic upheaval to a peacetime economy based on consumer-
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ism and family values. The advertisements suggested that television 
would serve as .a catalyst for the return to a world of domestic love and 
affection-a world that must have been quite different from the actual 
experiences of returning Gls and their new families in the chaotic years 
of readjustment to civilian life. 

The returning soldiers and their wives experienced an abrupt shift in 
social and cultural experiences. Horror stories of shell-shocked men cir
culated in psychiatric journals. In 1946, social workers at VA hospitals 
counseled some 144,000 men, half of wh.om were treated for neuro
psychiatric diseases." Even for those lucky enough to escape the scars of 
battle, popular-media such as filmnoirshowed angst-ridden, sexually un
stable men, scarred psychologically and unable to relate to the familial 
ideals and bureaucratic realities of postwar life (the murderous handy
man in Out of the Past [1946] is a classic example). The more melo
dramatic social problem films such as Come Back Little Sheba ( 1952) and 
A Haiful of Rain ( 1957) were character studies of emotionally unstable, 
often drug-dependent, family men .. such images, moreover, were not 
confined to popular fiction. Sociological studi.es such as William H. 
Whyte's The Organization Man ( 1956) presented chilling visions ofwhite
collar workers who were transformed into powerless conformists as the 
country was taken over by nameless, faceless corporations. 13 Even if his 
working life was filled with tension, the ideal man still had to be the 
breadwinner for a family. Moreover, should he fail to marry and procre
ate, his "manliness" would be called into question. According to Tyler 
May: "Many contemporaries feared that returning veterans would be 
unable to resume their positions as responsible family men. They wor
ried that a crisis in masculinity could lead to crime, 'perversion' and 
homosexuality. Accordiugly, the postwar years witnessed an increasing 
suspicion of single men as well as single women, as the authority of men 
at home and at work s_eemed to be threatened." 14 Although the image of 
the swinging bachelor also emerged in this period-particularly through 
the publication of Playboy-we might regard the "swinger" image as a 
kind of desperate, if confused, response to the enforcement of heterosex
ual family lifestyles. In other words, in a heterosexist world, the swinger 
image might well have provided single men with a way to deflect popu
lar suspicioils about homosexuality directed at bachelqrs who avoided 
marriage. 15 

Meanwhile, women were given a highly constraining solution to the 
changing roles of gender and sexual identity. Although middle- and 
working-class women had been encouraged by popular media to enter 
traditionally male occupations during the war, they were now told to 
return to .their homes where they could have babies and make color
coordinated meals!' Marynia Farnham aud Ferdinand Lundberg's The 
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Modern Woman: The Lost Sex ( 194 7) gave professional, psychological 
status to this housewife image, claiming that the essential function of 
women was that of caretaker, mother, and sexual partner. Those women 
who took paid employment in the outside world would defy the biologi
ca_l order of things and become neurotics. 11 One postwar marriage guide
book even included a "Test of Neurotic Tendencies" on which women 
lost points for choosing an answer that exhibited their desire for au
thority at work. 18 The domestic woman needed to save her energy for 
housekeeping, childrearing, and an active (monogamous) sex life with 
her husband.'" The ways in which people interpreted and applied such 

(

,messages to their own lives is difficult to discern, but their constant repe
tition in popular media did provide a context in which women could 
find ample justification for their early marriages, child-centeredness, re
luctance to- divorce, and tendency to use higher education only as a step-
ping stone for marriage. 20 

. 

· Even if people found the domestic ideal seductive, the housing 
shortage, coupled with the baby boom, made domestic bliss an ex-
pensive and ofteri ullattainable luxury. In part, for this reason, the glqri
fication of middle-class family life seems to have had the unplanned, 
paradoxical effect of sending married women into the labor force in 
order to obtain the money necessary to live up to the ideal. Whereas 
before the war single women accounted for the majority of female work
ers, the number of married women workers skyrocketed during the 
1950s." Despite the fact that many women worked for extra spend
ing money, surveys showed that some women found outside employ
ment gave them a sense of personal accomplishment and also helped 
them enter into social networks outside family life. 22 At the same time, 
sociological studies such as Whyte's The Organization Man _and David 
Reisman's The Lonely Crowd ( 1950) showed that housewives expressed 
doubts about their personal sacrifices, marital relationships, and every
day lives in alienating suburban neighborhoods. Although most postwar 
middle-class women were not ready to accept the full-blown attack on 
patriarchy launched in Simone de Beauvoir's The Second Sex ( 1949; En
glish translation, 1952), they were not simply cultural dupes. Indeed, as 
the work of feminist historians such as Elaine Tyler May and Rochelle 
Gatlin suggests, postwar women both negotiated with and rationalized 
the oppressive aspects of the family ideal. 

The transition from wartime to postwar life thus resulted in a set of 
ideological and social contradictions concerning the construction of 
gender and the family unit. The image of compassionate families that 
advertisers offered the public might well have been intended to serve the 
"therapeutic" funct.ion that both Roland Marchand and T. J. Jackson 
Lears have ascribed to advertising in general. The illustrations of do-
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Family members circle around the console in a 1949 RCA advertisement. 

mestic bliss and consumer prosperity presented a soothing alternative to 
the tensions of postwar life. 23 Government building policies and vet
fran mortgage loans sanctioned the materialization of these advertising 
images by giving middle-class families a chance to buy into the "good 
life" of ranch-style cottages and consumer durables. Even so, both the 
advertising images and the homes themselves were built on the shaky 
foundations of social upheavals and cultural conflicts that were never 
completely resolved. The family circle ads, like suburbia itself, were only 
a temporary corisumer solution to a set of complicated political, eco
nomic, ahd sociftl problems. 

In the case of television, these kind of advertisements almost always 
showed the product in the center of the family group. While soft-focus 
or dreamy mists were sometimes used, the manufacturers' claims for 
picture clarity and good reception seem to have necessitated the use of 
sharp focus and high contrast, which better connoted these product at
tributes. The product-as-center motif not only suggested the familial 
qualities of the set, but also implied a mode of use: the ads suggested 
television be watched by a family audience. 

A 1951 advertisement for Crosley's "family theatre television" is a 
particularly striking example. As is typical in these kinds of ads, the 
copy details the technical qualities of the set, but the accompanying il
lustration gives familial meanings to the modern technology. The picture 
in this case is composed as a mise-en-abyme; in the center of the page a 
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large drawing of the outer frame of a television screen contains a sharp 
focus photograph of a family watching television. Family members are 
dispersed on sofas on three sides of a room, while a little boy, with arms 
stretched out in the air, sits in the middle of the room. All eyes are glued 
to the television set, which appears in the center lower portion of the 
frame, in fact barely visible to the reader. According to the logic of this 
composition, the central fascination for the reader is not the actual prod
uct, which is pictured only in miniscule proportions on the lower mar
gin of the page, but rather its ability to bring the family together around 
it. The ad's mise-en-abyme structure suggests that the Crosley console lit
erally contains the domestic scene, thereby promising not just a tele
vision set but an ideal reflection of the family, joined together by the 
new commodity. 24 

Even families that were not welcomed into the middle-class melting 
pot of postwar suburbia were promised that the dream of domestic bliss 
would come true through the purchase of a television· set. Ebony con
tinually ran advertisements that displayed African-Americans in middle
class living rooms, enjoying an evening of television. Many of these ads 
were strikingly similar to those used in white consumer magazines
although often the advertisers portrayed black families watching pro
grams that featured black actors.25 Despite this iconographic substitu
tion, the message was clearly one transmitted by a culture industry 
catering to the middle-class suburban ideal. Nuclear families living in 
single-family homes would engage in intensely private soda! relations 
through the luxury of television. 

Such advertisements appeared in _a gerieral climate of postwar ex
pectations about television's ability to draw families closer together. In 
The Age of Television ( 1956), Leo Bogart summarized a wide range of au
dience studies on the new medium that showed numerous Americans 
believed television would revive domestic life. Summarizing the find
ings, Bogart concluded that social scientific surveys "agree completely 
that television has had the effect of keeping the family at home more 
than formerly." i 6 One respondent from a Southern California survey 
boasted that his "family now stays home all the time and watches the 
same programs. [We] turn it on at 3 P.M. and watch until 10 P.M. We 
never go anywhere." n Moreover, studies indicated that people believed 
television strengthened family ties. A 1949 survey of an eastern city 
found that long-term TV owners expressed "an awareness of an ·en
hanced family solidarity."'" In a 195 I study of Atlanta families, one re
spondent said, "It keeps us together more," and another commented, "It 
makes a closer family circle." Some women even saw television as a cure 
for marital problems. One housewife claimed, "My husband is very rest
less; now he relaxes at home." Another woman confided, "My husband 
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and I get along a lot better. We don't argue so much. It's wonderful for 
couples who have been married ten years or more .... Before tele
vision, my husband would come in and go to bed. Now we spend some 
time together."" A study of mass-produced suburbs (including Levit
town, Long Island, and Park Forest, Illinois) found similar patterns as 
women expressed their confidence that television was "bringing the ro
mance back." One woman even reported, "Until we got that TV set, I 
thought my husband had forgotten how to neck."'° 

Typically also, television was considered a remedy for problem chil
dren. During the 1950s, juvenile delinquency emerged as a central topic 
of public debate. Wo)llen's magazines and child psychologists such as 
Dr. Benjamin Spock, whose Baby and Childcare had sold a million copies 
by 1951, gave an endless stream of advice to mothers on ways to prevent 
their children from becoming antisocial and emotionally impaired. Not 
only was childrearing literature big business. but the state had taken a 
special interest in the topic of disturbed youth, using agencies such as 
the Continuing Committee on the Prevention and Control of Delin
quency and the Children's Bureau to monitor juvenile crimes.31 Against 
this backdrop, audience research showed that parents belj.,eY!"iittk:filsion. 
woulrl keep their cbjldreru:Jff.lb.~~=ts".A mother from the Southern 
5iifurnia survey claimed, "Our boy was always watching television, so 
we got him a set just to keep him home." 3 i A mother from the Atlanta 
study stated, "We are closer together. We find our entertainment at 
home. Donna and her boyfriend sit here instead of going out now." 33 

Such sentiments were popularized in a B_etter Homes and Gardens survey 
in which parents repeatedly mentiOJ:!_~Q _t_eJevisio©_§l12JE~y_J,Q._unif:y .. Jhe 
family. One parent even suggested ·a new reason for keeping up with the 
Joneses. She said, "It [television] keeps the children home. Not that we 
have had that problem too much, but we could see it coming because 
nearly everyone had a set before we weakened." 34 

Trouble in Paradise 

The ideal of family togetherness that television came to signify was, like 
all cultural fantasies, accompanied by repressed anxieties that often re
surfaced in the popular texts of the period. Even if television was often 
said to bring the family together in the home, popular media also ex
pressed tensions about its role in domestic affairs. Television's inclusion 
in the home was dependent upon its ability to rid itself of what House 
Beautiful called its "unfamiliar aspect." 35 

At a time when household modernization was a key concern, 
women's magazines continually examined the relationship between the 
family and the machine. The magazines were undecided on this subject, 
at times accepting, at Times rejecting the effects of mechanization. On the 
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one hand, they offered their female readers technological fantasy worlds 
that promised to reduce the time and energy devoted to_ household 
chores. Dream kitchens, which had been displayed by women's maga
zines since the 1920s, resembled Technicolor spectacles found on the 
cinema screen, only here the bold primary colors depicted a woman's 
Shangri-la of electric gizmos and sleek linoleum surfaces. Just in case 
this pictorial display of technological commodity fetishism· was not 
enough, the magazines didactically reminded their readers of the need 
to "be up to date." In 1951, House Beautiful provided a list of "changes 
and improvements that arrived [after the war] as predicted." Included 
were such labor-saving devices as the dishwasher and garbage grinder, 
but also leisure-enhancing machines, most notably television. In that 
same year, House Beautiful included a quiz entitled "How Contemporary 
is Your Life?" Most of the fifty-eight questions had to do with the degree 
to which the home was equipped with "modern" appliances, and the 
magazine warned its readers that if "you score less than forty ... you 
are depriving yourself of too many contemporary advantages." Owning 
a television set was a must, according to this modernity exam. 36 

Whereas in the prewar and war years a fully mechanized household 
would have been presented in the popular press as a futuristic fantasy, in 
the postwar' years it appeared that tomorrow had arrived. Moreover, 
living without an array of machines meant that you were anachronistic, 
unable to keep pace with tomorrow. Still, this rampant consumerism 
and its attendant "machine aesthetic" had a dark underside from which 
the new household technologies and mechanized lifestyles appeared in 
a much less flattering light. 

As numerous cultural historians have shown, since the 1800s Ameri
can thinkers have exhibited a profound ambivalence toward technology. 
The idea that people would become prisoners to machines, sacrifice ro
mance for scientific utopias, or trade the beauty of nature for the poi
sonous fruits of industrialization were central themes for novelists such 
as Mark Twain, Edward Bellamy, and Henry David Thoreau." With 
increasing class antagonism and urban strife, this ambivalence grew 
stronger in the twentieth century, and it was exhibited both in intellec
tual circles and in popular culture venues. As we saw in chapter 1, such 
sentiments were not only symptomatic of large-scale political fears about 
industrialization and the urban milieu: they were also expressed in 
terms of the micropolitics of everyday life and the increasing mechaniza
tion of the middle-class household. Machines provided leisure, comfort, 
and the possibility of progress, but they also suggested an end to nature 
and the "natural" order of things both at home and in civic life. By the 
1930s, when the American industrial society seemed finally to have col
lapsed, people were caught between their faith that the wheels of tech-
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. nological progress would transport them out of misery and their bitter 
resentment toward the mechanized world that had let them down. As 
Susman has observed, at the same time that Americans were celebrating 
the technological future in the "Land of Tomorrow" at the 1939 New 
York World's Fair, the Gallup Poll revealed that most people nevertheless 
believed technological development caused the unemployment of the 
Great Depression. 38 

The home magazines of the postwar era adopted this ambivalence 
toward machines, scrutinizing each step forward in household technol
ogy for its possible side effects. House Beautiful, the same magazine that 
tested its readers on their modernity quotients, just as often warned of 
the dismal future in store for the residents of the mechanized household. 
In 1951, the magazine asked if the "houses we live in ... accustom 
us ... to feel more at home in surroundings where everything suggests 
only machines ... that do as they are told and could never have known 
either joy or desire.'' And if so, there is an overwhelming threat that 
"man is nothing but a machine ... [who] can be 'conditioned' to do 
and to want whatever his masters decide." 39 The threat of the "machine 
man," couched in the rhetoric of behavioralism, gave iise to a host of 
statements on the relationship between television and the family. Would 
the television set become the master and the family its willing subject? 
The adage of the day became, "Don't let the television set dominate you!" 

The idea of "technology out of control" was constantly repeated as 
the language of horror and science fiction invaded discussions of every
day life. The television set was often likened to a monster that threat
ened to wreak havoc ori the family. Business Week called television the 
"New Cyclops," while American Mercury referred to it as the "Giant in 
the Living Room," a kind of supernatural child who might turn against 
his master at any moment. The essay proclaimed, "The giant ... has ar
r,ived. He was a mere pip-squeak yesterday, and didn't even exist the day 
before, but like a genie released from a magic bottle in The Arabian 
Nights, he now looms big as life over our heads."" As such statements 
suggest, television posed the intimidating possibility that private citizens 
in their own homes might be rendered powerless in the face of a new 
and curious machine. 

The threatening aspects of television technology might have ·been 
related to its use as a surveillance and reconnaissance weapon during 
World War II. To some degree, the public was aware of this because tele
vision's aircraft and military applications had been discussed in popular 
literature since the 1930s, and after the war, men's magazines such as 
Popular Science and Popular Mechanics continued to present articles on 
television's wartime uses.41 Such links between television and World 
War II sharply contradicted, however, the images of television and do-
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mestic bliss that were put forward after the war. It seems piausible that 
television's military applications created doubts about its ability to enter 
the home. 1n fact, television's effect on culture was sometimes discussed 
in the context of warfare and atomic weaponry. Words such as "inva
sion" and "battle" were often employed in criticisms of the new me
dium, and a popular assumption was that television would cause cancer 
by transmitting waves of radiation. Later in 1961, when FCC Chairman 
Newton Minow chided the brocidcast industry in his famous "vast wa.ste
land" speech, he too used the imagery of atomic warfare to suggest the 
powerful effects that television might have on the public. Minow claimed: 

Ours has been called the jet age, the atomic age, the space age. 
It is also, I submit, the television age. And just as history will 
decide whether the leaders of today's world employed the 
atom to destroy the world or rebuild it for mankind's benefit, 
so will history decide whether today's broadcasters employed 
their powerful voice to emich the people or debase them." 

Although popular discourses suggested that television technology 
was out of control, they also provided soothing antidotes to this fear of / 
machines. In 1953, the Zenith Corporation found a way to master the 
beast, promising consumers, "We keep them [television setsJ in a cage 
until they're right for you." A large photograph at the top of the page 
showed a zoo cage that contained a Zenith scientist testing the inner 
components of the receiver. On the bottom of the page was the finely 
constructed Kensington console model, artfully integrated into a living 
room setting. As this advertisement so well suggests, the unfamiliar 
technology could be domesticated by making the set into a piece of 
glamorous furniture. 43 Stromberg-Carlson advertised its console model 
with "hand painted Chinese legend on ivory, red, or ebony lacquer," 
while Sparton television claimed that it was hand crafted by "trained 
cabinet makers who can turn a fine piece of wood into a masterpiece." 44 

Also typically, the home magazines suggested that television be made 
to mesh with the room's overall decorative style. As House Beautiful told 
its readers in 1949, "Remember that television can be easily tailored to 
match the character of your room." 45 Perhaps a testimony to the contra
dictory character of postwar domesticity, the two most popular styles 
were Contemporary and Early American design.46 The constant associa
tions drawn between television and contemporary living, as well as its 
most basic box-like form, gave the television set a privileged place in the 
modern style. The home magazines often displayed model rooms com
posed of simple geometric shapes where the television set seemed to be a 
natural addition. Conversely, the new machine was often thought to 
clash with Early American decor. Out of step with the evocation of a 
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colonial past, the set had to be carefully blended into the overall deco
rative scheme. In 1955, American Home placed a receiver on an Early 
American table that supposedly established a "rapport between Colonial 
decor and television." In that same year, Zenith advertised its Colonial 
cabinet by suggesting, "Early American Charm and present day enter
tainment are a happy blending in this 21 inch console."" More typi
cally, however, when it came to colonial decor, the television set was 
shown to be an unrelenting eyesore. The home magazines often resorted 
to a kind of "decorative repression" in which the set was placed ill 
a remote corner of the Early American room or else entirely hidden 
from view. 

In fact, this design strategy extended beyond the specific case of Co
lonial decor. More generally, the decorative attempt to. master the ma
chine meant the literal camouflage of the set. In 1951, American Home 
suggested that "television needn't change a room" so long as it was 
made to "retire at your command." Among the suggestions were hinged 
panels "faced with dummy book backs so that no one would suspect, 
when they are closed, that this period room lives a double life with TV." 
In 19 5 3, House Beautiful placed a television set into a cocktail table from 
which it "rises for use or disappears from sight by simply pushing a but
ton." Even the component parts had to be hidden from view. In 1953, 
American Home and Popular Science each displayed an indoor antenna 
fashioned to look like a sailboat." 

The attempts to render the television set invisible are especially in
teresting in the light of critical and popular memory accounts that argue 
that the television set was a privileged figure of conspicuous consump
tion and class status for .postwar Americans. A basic assumption in the 
literature on television, this argument can be found in standard histories 
as well as theoretical accounts like Jean Baudrillard's For a Critique of the 
Political Economy of the Sign, in which he discusses television's value as a 
sign of class status in lower- and middle-class living rooms.-49 The early 
attempt to hide the receiver complicates such assumptions because it 
suggests the visual pleasure of interior decor was at odds with the dis
play of wealth in the home. This popular fascination with hiding the re
ceiver should remind us that the accumulation of commodities in the 
home might also have had attached. to it a degree of shame. The kind of 
commodity exhibitionism that Thorstein Veblen first identified in 1899 
could have been tempered by a contradictory impulse to inhibit the new 
commodity. Such "commodity inhibitionism" can itself be explained by 
television's class status during the postwar period. From the point of view 
of upper-class standards, by the 1950s television might well have been 
less a status symbol than a sign of "bad taste." Although television had 
been a rich person's toy in the 1930s and 1940s, its rapid dissemination 
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to the middle and even lower classes after 1948 transformed it into a 
poor person's luxury. Since middle-class home magazines often reflected 
upper-class tastes, their decorative suggestions on hiding the television 
set might have been offered in the context of upper-class prejudices 
against television. 

In addition to offering decorative· solutions to the fear of machines, 
the magazines often associated television with nature. Literally placing 
the "machine in the garden," popular magazines showed how plants 
and floral arrangements could transform an ordinary set into a thing of 
beauty." Anthropomorphism was another popular strategy. In 1951, 
House Beautiful declared that "television has become a member of the 
family," and America'! Home explained ways to "welcome" television 
"into the family circle."" More generally, the magazines described tele
vision as a "newborn baby," a "family friend," a "nurse," a "teacher," 
and a "family pet" (a symbol that, as we have seen, had previously 
proven its success when the Victor phonograph company adopted the 
image of a fox terrier for its corporate logo). As the domesticated animal, 
television obeyed its master and became a benevolent playmate for chil
dren as well as a faithful companion for adults. A 1952 advertisement 
for Emerson shows a typical scenario. The immanent pet~like quality 
of the television set emanates from the screen where a child and her 
poodle are pictured. Meanwhile, the advertising copy conjures up no
tions of master~servant relations, reminding consumers, again and again, 
that the set will be a "dependable" machine." 

Even if anthropomorphism helped to relieve tensions a\>out tele
visio.n technology, the media continued to express doubts. The idea of 
"technology out of control" was turned around and reformulated. Now 
it was viewers who had lost control of themselves. Considering tele
vision's negative effects on the family, Bogart claimed in The Age of Tele
vision that "the bulk of the disadvantages listed by the TV owners reflect 
their inability to control themselves once the set has been installed in 
the house."" At least at the level of popular discourse, Bogart's sugges
tions are particularly accurate. The media attributed a wide range of hu
man failures to television, failures that were typically linked to problems 
of family discord. 

Seducing the Innocent 

More than any other group, children were singled out as the victims of 
the new pied piper. Indeed, even while critics praised television as a 
source of domestic unity and benevolent socialization, they also worried 
about its harmful effects, particularly its encouragement of passive and 
addictive behavior. In· 1951, Better Homes and Gardens complained that 
the medium's "synthetic entertainment" produced a child who was. 
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"Telebugeye" afflicts the 
young in this cartoon 
from a 1950 issue of 
Ladies' Home Journal. 

"glued to television." 54 Worse still, the new addiction. would reverse 
good habits of hygiene, nutrition, and decorum, causing physical, men
tal, and social disorders. A cartoon in a 1950 issue of Ladies' Home Jour~ 
nal suggests a typical scenario. The magazine showed a little girl slumped 
on an ottoman and suffering from a new disease called "telebugeye." 
According to the caption, the child was a "pale, weak, stupid looking 
creature" who grew "bugeyed" from sitting and watching television for 
too long. 55 :Perhaps responding to these concerns, some advertisements 
presented children spectators in scenes that associated television with 
the "higher arts,': and some even implied that children would cultivate 
artistic talents by watching television. In 19 51, General Electric showed 
a little girl, dressed in a tutu, imitating an on-screen ballerina, while 
Truetone showed a little boy learning to play the saxophone by watch
ing a professional horn player on tel~vision. 56 

As the popular wisdom often suggested, the child's passive addiction 
to television might itself lead to the opposite effect of increased aggresN 
sion. These discussions followed in the wake of critical and social scien-
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tific theories of the 1930s and 1940s that suggested that mass media 
injects ideas and behavior iuto passive individuals. Adopting this "hypo
dermic model" of media effects, the magazines circulated horror stories 
about youngsters who imitated television violence. In 1955, Newsweek 
reported on young Frank Stretch, an eleven-year-old from Ventura, Cali
fornia, who had become so entranced by a television western that "with 
one shot of his trusty BB gun [he] demolished both villain and picture 
tube."" Similar stories circulated about a nine-year-old who proposed 
killing his teacher with a box of poisoned chocolates, a six-year-old who 
asked his father for real bullets because his sister didn't die when he shot 
her with his gun, and a seven-year-old who put ground glass in the fam
ily's Iamb stew-:-"all, of course, after witnessing murders on television. 58 

In reaction to )he popular furor, as early as 1950 the Television Broad
casters' Associ'ation hired a public relations firm to write pro-television 
press releases that suggested the more positive types of programming 
that television had to offer. 59 

Of course, the controversy surrounding television was simply a new 
skirmish in a much older battle to define what constituted appropriate 
children's entertainment. Such controversies can be traced back to the 
turn of the century when reformers, most notably Anthony Comstock, 
sought to regulate the content of dime novels. 60 Similar battles were 
waged when middle-class reformers of the early 1900s debated film's 
impact on American youth, and later these reform discourses were given 
scientific credence with the publication of the Payne Fund Studies in 
1933. Broadcasting became the subject of public scrutiny in that same 
year when a group of mothers from Scarsdale, New York, began voicing 
their objectioris to radio programs that they considered to be harmful to 
children. The public outcry was taken up in special interest magazines
especially the Christian Century, Commonweal, New Republic, Outlook, Na
tion, and Saturday Review. 61 In all cases, childhood was conceived as a 
time of innocence, and the child a blank slate upon whom might be im
printed the evils of an overly aggressive and sexualized adult culture. In 
her work on Peter Pan, Jacqueline Rose has argued that the image of 
presexual childhood innocence has less to do with how children actu
ally experience their youth than it does with how, adults choose to con
ceptualize that experience. The figure of the innocent child serves to 
facilitate a nostalgic adult fautasy of a perfect past in which social, sex
ual, economic, and political complexities fade into the background." 

In the postwar years, the urge to preserve childhood innocence 
helped to justify and reinforce the nuclear family as a central institution 
and mode of social experience. Parents were given the delicate job of 
balancing the dividends and deficits of the ever-expanding consumer 
culture. On the one hand, they had to supply their youngsters with the 
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fruits of a new commodity society-suburban homes, wondrous toys, 
new technologies, glamorous vacations, and so forth. Early schooling in 
the good life would ensure that children continued on a life trajectory of 
social mobility based on the acquisition of objects. On the other hand, 
parents had to protect children from the more insidious aspects of the 
consumer wonderland, making sure that they internalized the ability to 
tell the difference between authentic culture. and synthetic commercial 
pleasures. According to Helen Muir, editor of the Miami Herald's chil
dren's books section, there was a difference between the "real needs and 
desires of children" and "the superimposed synthetic so-called needs 
which are not needs but cravings.'' ~ 3 In this context, mass media pro
vided parents with a particularly apt target. More than twenty years be
fore Marie Winn called television "the plug-in drug," Muir and others 
likened mass media to marijuana and other narcotics that offered chil
dren a momentary high rather than the eternal pleasures of real art. 

The most vocal critic was psychiatrist Fredric Wertham, whose Se
duction of the Innocent ( 1953) became the cornerstone of the 1950s cam
paign against comic books. For Wertham, the tabula rasa conception of 
the child was paramount; the visual immediacy of comics, he argued, 
left children vulnerable to their unsavory content. Although most social 
scientists and psychologists had a more nuanced approach to mass me
dia than Wertham had, his ideas were popularized in the press and he 
even served as an expert witness in Estes I<efauver's 1954 Senate Sub
committee hearings on juvenile delinquency.64 The war that Wertham 
waged against mass culture struck a chord with the more general fears 
about juvenile delinquency at the time, and parents were given armor in 
what popular critics increasingly defined as a battle to protect the young 
from the onslaught of a hypercommercialized children's culture." 

Indeed, discussions about children and mass culture typically in
voked military imagery. One woman, who had read Wertham's 1948 ar
ticle in the Saturday Review, wrol:e a letter that explained how her 
children had become "drugged" by mass media: "We consider this situa
tion to be as serious as an invasion of the enemy in war time, with as far
reaching consequences as the atom bomb." One year later, anthropolo
gist Margaret Mead expressed similar fears to her colleagues, worrying 
about children who grew up in a world where "radio and television and 
comics and the threat of the atomic bomb. are every day realities." 66 If in 
the late 1940s television was seen as just one part of the threatening me
dia environment, over the course of the 1:9~0s it would· emerge as a 
more central problem. \\ 

As Ellen Wartella and Sharon Mazzarella \[lave observed, early 
social scientific studies suggested that children wer°'\t simply using tele
vision in place of other media; instead, television wi;is colonizing chil

'~ 
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nostalgia for the virile heroes of the Hollywood cinema. When a ser
viceman installs the television set we learn that Bruce used to be a 
screen idol in film westerns. The serviceman looks with awe at the stu
dio portraits of Bruce that are pasted on the den wall. As Irene explains 
to the serviceman, Bruce chose to leave the glamor of Hollywood be
hind for the simple life on their family farm. While Irene boasts about 
wholesome virtues, the image track shows the serviceman/fan who ap
pears to be lost in a trance of spectator identification as he ogles the 
photographs on the den wall. This excess of male identification, this nos
talgic admiration for the ex-movie star, reminds us of Bruce's decreased 
authority in the present. As a farmer, Bruce is no longer an idol of spec
tator admiration; his masculine identity is now at odds with his former 
pin-up photos. As this story suggests, the images of masculine prowess 
so much a part of the classical Hollywood era (especially in genres like 
the western) are now the remnants of a forgotten culture. In place of 
these heroes, television gives us pragmatic family types-the bumbling 
but well meaning fathers like Ozzie Nelson and Jim Anderson.'°' Indeed, 
as audiences must have understood at the time, the larger-than-life cow
boy idols of the.silver screen were vanishing from the local theat~r and 
reappearing in a debased form on twelve-inch television screens. The 
:q.ew western heroes were not the John Waynes of classical A-movie
westerns; rather, they were comic book, B-movie heroes who appealed 
almost entirely to a male juvenile audience-indeed, Bruce's son is 
shown to be an avid fan of TV westerns. 

Fireside Theatre's implicit comparison between masculine ideals in 
Hollywood and television was more explicitly stated by popular critics 
who compared television's family men with Hollywood's virile heroes. 
In a 1953 review of Bonino, a short-lived situation comedy starring Ezio 
Pinza, the ·saturday Review claimed: 

Philip Morris doesn't know it, but it's sponsoring a crime 
show .... The crime is 'Bonino,' starring Ezio Pinza, and the 
victim is an illusion that is slowly being murdered-a beau
tiful, vital, and universal illusion, yours and mine. We met it 
first in 'South Pacific' on that enchanted evening when Pinza 
walked into Mary Martin's life. He was romantic, he was cos
mopolitan, he was virile .... 

And now what have they done to our dream on 'Bonino'? 
They have emasculated, eviscerated, and domesticated it; 
Jurgen has come home to his beer and his bedroom slippers. 
No longer the Phoenix lover, our Pinza is merely a father .... 
Where once was assurance and the comforting touch of power, 
now there is only the stereotype of pater americanus, well
meaning, tenderly stupid, and utterly inadequate in every 
department of his life except his profession. Weep for Adonis! 106 
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As the review so pointedly suggested, the Golden Age of masculinity 
was headed for a fall, and importantly, television itself seemed unable to 

. resist commenting on the situation. 
The Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet. whose corny, wishy-washy, do

nothing "Pop" was perhaps the prime abuser of the masculine ideal, re
flected on the relationship between television and male" power in a 1953 
episode, '.'An Evening With Hamlet," which tied the theme of tech
nological emasculation to a more general atrophy of patriarchal culture. 
The episode opens at the breakfast table as the young son Ricky sadly 
announces that th~ television set is broken. As was the case in many 
postwar households, the father in this home is unable to fix the compli
cated technology himself. Instead, the family is dependent upon a new 
cultural hero, the TV repairman, whose schedule is so tight that the 
Nelsons have to wait patiently for his ·arrival. Ozzie uses this occasion to 
assert his parental authority by finding family amusements that compete 
with television for the boys' attention. His idea of family fun recalls Vic
torian modes of recreation-specifically, dramatic reading-but his sons 
are less than pleased. As Ricky says in a subsequent scene, "Hey Mom, 
that television man didn't get here yet ... now we're stuck with that 
darn Shakespeare." 

This episode goes on to highlight the competition for cultural au
thority between fathers and television by objectifying the problem in 
the form of two supporting characters. While the Nelsons recite Hamlet, 
two men visit the family home. The first is a wandering bard who mys
teriously appears at the Nelson door and joins the family recital. The 
bard, who looks like he is part of an Elizabethan theater troupe, evokes 
associations of high art and cultural refinement. The .second visitor, a 
television repairman, represents the new electronic mass-produced cul
ture. He is presented as an unrefined blue-collar worker who is good 
with machines but otherwise inept. A conversation between Ozzie and 
the repairman succinctly suggests the point: 

REPAIRMAN; Oh a play, huh, I used to be interested in dra
matics myself. 

OzzrE: Oh, an actor! 

REPAIRMAN: No, a wrestler. 

As this scene so clearly demonstrates, television not only competes with 
the father at home, but also disturbs the central values of patriarchal cul
ture by replacing the old authorities with a new and degraded art form. 

A House Divided 

In a home where patriarchal authority was undermined, television 
threatened to drive a wedge-between family members. Social scientists 
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argued that even while families might be brought together around the 
set, this spatial proximity did not necessarily translate into better family 
relations. As Eleanor MacCoby observed in her study of families in Cam
bridge, Massachusetts, "There is very little interaction among family 
members when they watch TV together, and the amount of time family 
members spend together exclusive of TV is reduced, so it is doubtful 
whether TV brings the family together in any psychological sense."'°' 

Popular periodicals presented exaggerated versions of family divi
sion, often suggesting that television would send family members into 
separate worlds of pleasure and thus sever family ties, particularly at the 
dinner table. In 1950, Jack Gould wrote, "Mealtime is an event out of 
the ordinary for the television parent; for the child it may just be out." In 
that same year a cartoon in Better Homes and Gardens showed parents 
seated at the dining room table while their children sat in the living 
room, glued to the television set:· Speaking from the point of view of the 
exasperated mother, the caption read, "All right, that does it! Harry, call 
up the television store and tell them to send a truck right over!" In 1953, 
TV Guide suggested a humorous solution to the problem in a cartoon 
that showed a family seated around a dining room table with a large 
television set built into the middle of it. The caption read, "Your kids 
won't have to leave the table to watch their favorite programs if you have 
the Diney model."''" 

Even more alarming than the mealtime problem, television threat
ened to cause disputes between siblings and between mates. As House 
Beautiful suggested in 1950, "Your wife wants to see Philco Playhouse and 
you don't. So you look too, or are driven from the room." 109 Similarly in 
1954, Popular Science asked, "ls it hard to balance your checkbook or 
read while the. kids are watching TV? Ever want to see the fights when 
your wife is chatting with a friend?" " 0 Perhaps the most frustrated of all 
was the well-known critic and radio personality Goodman Ace, who 
wrote a satiric essay on the subject in 1953, "A Man's TV Set Is His 
Castle." The irony of this title was quickly apparent as Ace drew a rather 
unromantic picture of his life with teleyision: 

The big television networks, fighting as they do for the elusive 
high rating, are little concerned with the crumbling of a man's 
home. Programs are indiscriminately placed in direct opposi
tion one to the other, regardless of domestic consequence. 

That she [his wife] likes Ann Sothern and I much prefer 
Wally Cox opposite Miss Sothern is of little import to the exec
utive vice presidents in charge of programming . ... Perry 
Como sings for our supper while I wonder where John Cam
eron Swayze is hopscotching for headlines on the competitive 
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network. When I should be at ringside for a Wednesday night 
. fight, I'm watching 'This Is Your Life.' 

The critic concluded with a tip for the prospective TV consumer: "Don't 
be misled by advertisements announcing the farge 24-inch screens. Buy 
two 12-inch screens. And don't think of it as losing your eyesight but 
rather as gaining a wife." 111 

Harmony gave way to a system of differences in which domestic 
space and family members in domestic space were divided along sex
ual and social lines. The ideal of family togetherness was achieved 
through the seemingly contradictory principle of separation; private 
rooms devoted to individual family members ensured peaceful relation
ships among residents. Th-Us, the social division of space was not simply 
the inverse of family unity; rather, it was a point on a continuum that 
stressed ideals of domestic cohesion. Even the family room itself was 
conceived in these terms. In fact, when coining the phrase, Nelson and 
Wright claimed, "By frankly developing a room which is 'entirely pub
lic' ... privacy is made possible. Because there's an 'extra room,' the 
other living space can really be enjoyed in peace and quiet.""' 

This ideology of divided space was based on Victorian aesthetics of 
housing design and corresponding social distinctions entailed by family 
life. As we saw in chapter 1, the middle-class homes of Victorian Amer
ica embodied the conflicting urge for family unity and division within 
their architectural layout. Since the homes were often quite spacious, it 
was possible to have rooms devoted to intimate family gatherings (such 
as the back parlor), social occasions (such as the front parlor), as well as 
rooms wholly given over to separate family members. By the 1950s, the 
typical four-and-one-half room dwellings of middle-. class suburbia were 
clearly not large enough to support entirely the Victorian ideals of socio
spatial hierarchies. Still, popular home manuals of the postwar period 
placed a premium on keeping these spatial distinctions in order, and 
they presented their readers with a model of space derived in part from 
the Victorian experience. 

The act of watching television came to be a central concern in 
the discourse on divided spaces as the magazines showed readers piC
tures of rambling homes with special rooms designed exclusively for 
watching television. Sets were placed in children's playrooms or bed
rooms, away from the central spaces of the home. In 19 51, House Beau
tifurhad even more elaborate plans. A fun room built adjacent to the 
home and equipped with television gave a teenage daughter a "place for 
her friends." For the parents it meant "peace of mind because teenagers 
are away from [the] house but still at home." 113 

It seen1s likely .that most readers in their cramped suburban homes 
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did not follow these suggestions. A 1954 national survey showed that 85 
percent of the respondents kept their sets in the living room, so that the 
space for TV was the central, common living area in the home. 114 Per
haps recognizing the practical realities of their readers, the magazines 
also suggested ways to maintain the aesthetics of divided spaces in the 
small home. While it might not have been possible to have a room of 
one's own for television viewing, there were alternate methods by which 
to approximate the ideal. Rooms could be designed in such a way so that 
they functioned both as viewing areas and as centers for other activities. 
In this sense, television fit into a more general functionalist discourse in 
which household spaces were supposed to be made "multi-purposeful." 
In 1951, Better Homes and Gardens spoke of a "recreation area of the 
living room" that was "put to good use as the small fry enjoy a television 
show.""' At other times such areas were referred to specifically as "tele
vision areas." While in many cases the television area was niarked off by 
furniture arrangements or architectural structures such as alcoves, at 
other times the sign of division was concretized in an object form-the 
room divider. 

In some cases the television receiver was actually built into the 
room divider so that television literally became a divisive object in 
the home. In 1953, for example, Better Homes and Gardens displayed a 
"living-dirting area divider" that was placed behind a sofa. Extending 
beyond the sofa, its right end housed a television set. As the illustration 
showed, this TV /rooin divider created a private viewing area for chil
dren. 116 In 1955, one room-divider company saw the promotional logic 
in this scenario, showing mothers how Modernfold Doors would keep 
children spectators at a safe distance. The ad depicts a mother sitting at 
one end of a room, while her child and television set are separated off by 
the folding wall. Suggesting itself as an object of dispute, the television 
set works to Support the call for the room divider-here stated as "that 
tiresome game of 'Who gets the living room.'" Moreover, since room 
dividers like this one were typically collapsible, they were the perfect 

. negotiation between ideals of unity and division. They allowed parents 
to be apart from their children, but the "fold-back" walls also provided 
easy access to family togetherness. 111 

The swiveling television was another popular way to mediate ideals 
of unity and division. In 1953, Ladies' Home Journal described how John 
and Lucille Bradford solved the viewing problem in their home by plac
ing a large console set on a rotating platform that was hinged to the 
doorway separating the living room from the play porch. Lucille told the 
magazine, "The beauty of this idea . . . is that the whole family can 
watch programs together in the living room, or the children can watch 
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their own special cowboy programs from the play porch without inter
fering with grownups' conversation." 118 

This sociosexuaI division of space was also presented in advertise
ments for television sets. In 19 5 5, General Electric showed how its por
table television set could mediate family tensions. On the top of the page 
a cartoon depicts a family besieged by television as Mother frantically 
attempts to vacuum up the mess created by her young son who, sitting 
on his tricycle, changes the channel on the television console. Father, 
sitting on an easy chair in front of the set, is so perturbed by the goings
on that his pipe flies out of his mouth. The solution to this problem is 
provided further down on the page where two photographs are jux
taposed. The photograph on the right side of the page depicts Mother 
and Daughter in the kitchen where they watch a cooking program on a 
portable TV while the photograph on the left side of the page shows Fa
ther watching football on the living room console. This "split-screen" 
layout was particularly suited to GE's sales message, the purchase of a 
second television set. The copy reads: "When Dad wants to watch the 
game ... Mom and Sis, the cooking show ... there's too much traffic 
for one TV to handle." 119 

The depiction of divided families wasn't simply a clever marketing 
strategy; rather, it was a well-entrenched pictorial convention. Indeed, 
by 1952, advertisements in the home magazines increasingly depicted 
family members enjoying television alone or else in subgroups. At least 
in the case of these ads, it appears that the cultural meanings that were 
circulated about televisfon changed somewhat over the course of the 
early years of installation. While television was primarily shown to be an 
integrating activity in the first few years of diffusion, in the 1950s it came 
to be equally (or perhaps even more) associated with social differences 
and segregation among family members. 120 

It is, however, important to remember that the contradiction be
tween family unity and division was just that-a contradiction, a site of 
ideological tension, and not just a clear-cut set of opposing choices. In 
this light, we might understand a number of advertisements that at
tempted to negotiate such tensions by evoking ideas of unity and division 
at the same time. These ads pictured family members watching tele
vision in private, but the image on the television screen contained a kind 
of surrogate family. A 1953 ad for Sentinel TV shows a husband and 
wjfe gently embracing as they watch their brand new television set on 
Christmas Eve. The pleasure entailed by watching television is associ
ated more with the couple's romantic life than with their parental duties. 
However, the televised image contains two children, apparently singing 
Christmas carols. Thus, the advertisement shows that parents can enjoy 
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GENERAL~ ELECTRIC 

In this 1955 advertisement, General Electric promises family harmony through 
separation. (Courtesy General Electric.) 

TELEVISION IN THE FAMILY CIRCLE 

The DuMont Duoscope promotes togetherness through division. 

a romantic night of television apart from their own children. But it still 
sustains the central importance of the family scene because it literally re
presents the absent children by making them into an image on the 
screen. Moreover, the advertisement attaches a certain amount of guilt 
to the couple's intimate night of television, their use of television as· .a 
medium for romantic rather than familial enjoyment. The idea of guilty 
pleasure is suggested by the inclusion of two "real" children who appear 
to be voyeurs, clandestinely looking onto the scene of their parents' 
pleasure. Dressed in pajamas, the youngsters peek out from a corner of 
the room, apparently sneaking out of bed to take a look at the new tele
vision set, while the grownups remain unaware of their presence.121 

The tensions between opposing ideals. Of unity and division were 
also expressed in material form. Manufacturers offered technological 
"gizmos" that allowed families to be alone and together at the same 
time. In.1954, Popular Science displayed a new device that parents could 
use to silence the set while their children watched. As the magazine 
explained, "NOBODY IS BOTHERED if the children want to see a 
rootin' -tootin' Western when Dad and Mother want to read, write or 
talk. Earphones let the youngsters hear every shot, but the silence is 
wonderful." 122 DuMont had an even better idea with its "Duoscope" set. 
This elaborate construction was composed of two receivers housed in a 
television cabinet, with two chassis, two control panels, and two picture 
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CHAPTER TWO 

tubes that were mounted at right angles. Through polarization and the 
superimposition of two broadcast images, the set allowed two viewers to 
watch different programs at the same time. Thus, as the article sug
gested, a husband and wife equipped with polarized glasses were able to 
watch television together but still retain their private pleasures."' 

While the Duoscope never caught on, the basic problem of unity 
and division continued. The attempt to balance ideals of family har
mony and social difference often led to bizarre solutions, but it also-re
sulted in everyday viewing patterns that were presented as functional 
and normal procedures for using television. Popular discourses tried to 
tame the beast, suggesting ways to maintain traditional modes of family 
behavior and still allow for social change. They devised intricate plans 
for resistance and accommodation to the new machine, and in so ~oing 
they helped construct a new cultural form. 
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Women's Work 

he Western-Holly Company in 1952 marketed a new design 
in domestic technology, the TV-stove. The oven included a 
window through which the housewife could watch her 
chicken roast. Above the oven window was a TV screen that 

presented an even more spectacular sight. With the aid of this machine 
the housewife would be able to prepare her meal, but at the same time 
she could watch TV. Although it was clearly an odd object, the TV-stove 
was not simply a historical fluke. Rather, its invention should remind us 
of the concrete social, economic, and ideological conditions that made 
this contraption possible. Indeed, the TV-stove was a response to the 
conflation o_f labor and leisure time at home. If we now find it strange, 
this has as much to do with the way in which our society has conceptu
alized work and leisure as it does with the machine's bizarre tech
nological form.' 

Since the nineteenth century, middle-class ideals of domesticity had 
been predicated on divisions of leisure time and work time. The doctrine 
of two spheres represented human activity in spatial terms: the public 
world came to be conceived of as a place of productive labor, while the 
home was seen as a site of rejuvenation and consumption. By the 1920s, 
the public world was still a sphere of work, but it was also opened up to 
a host of commercial pleas1:J-res such as movies and amusement parks 
that were incorporated into middle-class life styles. The ideal home, 
however, remained a place of revitalization and, with the expansion of 
convenience products that promised to reduce household chores, do
mesticity was even less associated with production. 

As feminists have-argued, this separation has justified the exploita
tion of the housewiff'. whose work at home simply does not count. 
Along these lines, Nancy Folbre claims that classical economics consid -
ers women's work as voluntary labor and- therefore outside the realm of 
exploitation. In addition, she_ argues, everi Marxist critics neglect the 
issue of domestic exploitation since they assume that the labor theory of 
value can be applied only to efficiency-oriented production for the mar
ket and not to "inefficient" and "idiosyncratic" household chores. 2 

As feminist critics and historians have shown, however, the home is 
indeed a site of labor. Not only do women do physical chores, but also 
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